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Dear Mr Levack
 
I enclose my contribution to the Code of Practice (12th Edition) Review Consultation below:
 
Q.1: Do you agree with our overall approach to this Code review? If not, why not?
 

Not really – please see below.
Q.2. Is there anything else we should be considering?
 

Yes.
 
As a mobile phone user and victim of the industry you regulate, I never ever ring 09,
087, 070, 118, short codes and I never shall. I have no interest whatsoever in “psychic
services”, bogus “competitions”, “voting” in TV reality shows, “subscriptions”,
pornography on my mobile phone, “payforit”, and the like.
 
Unfortunately, because anyone in the industry who has, or can guess, my mobile
number can send me reverse charge SMS or can trick children into subscribing just by
clicking on things in a
game, I cannot fully protect myself and my family from the “services” which the PRS
industry offers. If I were allowed simply to opt out from PRS in ALL its forms, I should do
so. This would protect my family members and me completely.
Please could PhonepayPlus mandate the network providers to allow phone users a
simple opt out from all services regulated by PhonepayPlus.

Q.3. Have we considered all implications of Ofcom’s proposed NGCS changes on the Code
of Practice? If no, please detail what we may have overlooked.
 
Q.4. In light of new service charge caps being introduced on the 09 number range, what
views and evidence do you have around the application and level of spending caps to
certain PRS services to protect consumers?
 
Q5. Are there areas or provisions within the Code that are not fit for new market innovations
and emerging trends that we have not identified in this document?
 

Yes.
Malware on smartphones – which has the potential to become as big a problem as
diallers became in 2006/2007.

Q6. Do you agree with our overall approach to continue to make the Code even less
prescriptive and increasingly outcomes-based? Do you agree with our approach to the
issues we have identified?
 
Q 7. Do you agree with our proposal to review the Track 1 and Track 2 procedures? Do you
have any further suggestions as to how PhonepayPlus might amend them to reflect current
usage, ensure consumer protection and optimise the principle of polluter pays?



 
No.
 
The nature of the PRS value chain guarantees that the principle of “polluter pays” will
always be limited in its effects.
 
What would work is to make the network providers (the equivalent of retailers in the
non-PRS value chain) responsible for ALL the services they supply to end users. Such a
system would result in a very rapid clean-up of this industry since the NPs would quickly
stop doing business with dishonest firms who were sending irate victims to their
customer service lines in droves.

Q.8. Do you agree with our general approach under the enforcement and technical review
theme? Do you have any comments on the areas for consideration that we have identified?
Are there potential amendments that we should consider but have not? If so, please detail
the issue and provide relevant information if available.
 

No.
 
Where firms have committed criminal offences they should be subject, in addition to
any PP+ sanctions, to the full rigour of the criminal law. PP+ should lobby actively for the
CPS and the police to take premium rate crime seriously and prosecute it as vigorously
as they would similar crimes in other domains.
 
The only activity which PP+ ever declares to be “illegal” is the (normally free) unsolicited
promotion of premium rate services. This is probably the least offensive activity of the
industry you regulate – though it is a huge nuisance too. As you recently noticed (eg
here: http://www.phonepayplus.org.uk/News-And-Events/News/2013/9/Compliance-
Update-Potential-breach-of-the-Consumer-Protection-from-Unfair-Trading-
Regulations-2008.aspx) there are a number of statutes that apply to the far more
serious activities of the industry – including (arguably) the 1968 Theft Act and the 2006
Fraud Act. These statutes should be applied.

Q9. Do you agree with the issues we are considering as part of the polluter pays theme? Are
there any areas that we have missed?
 

Yes.
 
Please see Q7.
 

Yours sincerely
 
Michael Ward
 
NB Please do not publish my home address, phone numbers, or email address. I am happy
for you to publish my name.
 
--
Dr M A Ward
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